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After domestication, during a process of widespread range extension, barley adapted to a
broad spectrum of agri-environments. To explore how the barley genome responded to
the environmental challenges it encountered, we sequenced the exomes of a collection of
267 geo-referenced landraces and wild accessions. A combination of genome-wide
analyses showed that patterns of variation have been strongly shaped by geography and
that individual gene variant-by-environment associations are prominent in our dataset.
We observed significant correlations between days to heading (flowering) and height,
with seasonal temperature and dryness variables in common garden experiments,
suggesting these were major drivers of environmental adaptation in sampled germplasm.
A detailed analysis of known flowering-associated genes revealed that many contain
extensive sequence variation and that patterns of single- and multi-gene haplotypes
exhibit strong geographical structuring. While these appear to have contributed
significantly to range-wide eco-geographical adaptation, many unidentified factors remain
key to regional success. (148 words)
Producing sufficient food for a growing human population during a period of restricted
natural resources, climate change and competition for land and water is a key global
challenge1. Primary production needs to increase, and crops that use resources more
efficiently and display increased resilience to unpredictable climatic events urgently need to
be developed2. As the use of natural genetic variation in plant breeding continues to
underpin the improvement of all our major crops, identifying and understanding the
mechanisms by which selection of derived or pre-existing genetic variants have permitted
crop plants to flourish in new and challenging environments would simultaneously provide
the knowledge and the germplasm to develop resilient varieties equipped to cope with
predicted environments across a wide geographical range3.
Barley is an ancient crop4. It is the world’s 4th most important cereal and is especially
important as a staple in regions most vulnerable to climate change 5. It is also highly
adapted. Since its domestication in the near east Fertile Crescent over 10,000 years ago, it
has undergone extensive and well-documented range expansion6. Regionally known as ‘the
last crop before the desert’, it is now cultivated from the Arctic Circle to the equatorial
highlands and to southerly latitudes. As such its ability to yield in marginal environments
could increase in importance in the coming decades. Here we explore the variation
recorded in its genome by sequencing the exomes7 of a representative geo-referenced
collection of locally-adapted barley landraces from across the geographic range of the
species and its progenitor wild genotypes, and begin to elucidate genomic signatures that
underlie barleys’ adaptive responses.
RESULTS
Characterisation of molecular diversity
We generated and analyzed exome sequence data from 267 barley accessions, primarily
wild material and landraces that we had purified by two rounds of single seed descent (SSD)
to eliminate accession heterogeneity and reduce residual heterozygosity (Supplementary
Table 1). Sequencing all 267 samples generated 30.7 billion paired-end reads with an
average of 108 million reads per accession. These were mapped against the barley draft
genome assembly8,9, yielding a total of 59.5 Mbp of genomic sequence covered by at least
ten reads in ≥ 95% of the accessions. Analysis of this dataset with the GATK10 pipeline and
customized scripts (Supplementary Note) revealed a total of 1,688,807 single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) and 143,872 short insertions or deletions (indels). We assigned
eighty-two percent of variants to approximate chromosomal locations using an ultra-dense
POPSEQ linkage map of the barley genome11. On average, only 1.7% heterozygous
genotype calls were observed per variant position, as expected for an inbreeding species
with low outcrossing rates subject also to SSD12. We observed good concordance between
our variant calls and SNP array13 whole genome datasets (> 98%). The majority (64.5%) of
SNPs were located in annotated exons and distributed across 20,729 ‘high-confidence’ and
20,453 ‘low-confidence’ genes. The prediction of functional effects of SNP variants in nearcomplete, high-confidence genes revealed 148,560 synonymous and 157,363 nonsynonymous variants, a deficiency of non-synonymous SNPs compared to neutral
expectations that could indicate purifying selection14. 2,325 SNPs gave rise to premature
stop codons, changed start codon positions or affected splice sites. Data are summarized in
Supplementary Table 2.
Overall, genome-wide diversity was highly structured in our collection. Principal
components analysis (PCA) partitioned the 267 accessions into two clearly defined groups
(Fig. 1). In general terms, the first principal component (PC) separated wild and landrace
germplasm. A number of accessions that were classified as wild were genetically close to
cultivated material and may represent ancestral forms, hinting at multiple independent
domestication events. However, as they occur in sympatry15 we cannot exclude the
possibility that they represent either feral forms or unintended mix-ups. We therefore
removed accessions whose domestication state and provenance were ambiguous, along
with those with ≥ 5% missing and/or ≥ 5% heterozygous data. This left 228 accessions (91
classed as H. vulgare ssp. spontaneum [wild or ‘spontaneum’] and 137 as H. vulgare ssp.
vulgare [‘landrace’] for which we had very high quality SNP data, and accurate longitude and
latitude collection site information (Online Methods).
Within our collection the majority of SNPs were rare (minor allele frequency below 5%,
Supplementary Fig. 1a-c). We detected a higher proportion of rare SNPs at nonsynonymous than synonymous sites, a situation also observed in wheat landraces 16 and
attributed in humans to purifying selection17, which is consistent with our observations on
the overall numbers of SNPs in non-synonymous and synonymous categories (see above).
The excess of rare variants was more pronounced in the wild individuals that carried on
average 5,191 private alleles, representing a large pool of standing genetic variation that
could be exploited in future crop improvement. In contrast, the domesticated landrace
barleys exhibited an average of 429. This is consistent with the bottleneck of domestication
in landraces resulting in a loss of diversity relative to wild progenitors18.
A conspicuous feature of the genomes of barley and other Triticeae is the severely reduced
recombination in the pericentromeric and centromeric regions that on a physical level
occupy approximately two-thirds of each chromosome19,20. These regions were
characterized by reduced diversity, which was strongest on chromosomes 1H, 4H and 7H,
confirming previous studies8,21. Across the genome we observed an average reduction of
nucleotide diversity (RoD) of 27% in landraces relative to wild barleys, which is similar to
previous estimates15,22 (Fig. 2a). Some regions that exhibited a strong RoD (measured for 5
cM intervals) corresponded to known domestication loci. The RoD maximum observed on
the long arm of 7H (75 to 80 cM) contains the NUDUM (HvNUD) locus that is responsible for
the free-threshing phenotype selected by early farmers who used barley grain for human

consumption23. A second region on chromosome 3H contained BRITTLE RACHIS 1 and 2
(HvBTR1 and HvBTR2), two domestication genes that abolish seed shattering in cultivated
barley24. A third on chromosome 4H contained, amongst others, the flowering-associated
genes HvFKF1, and HvPRR59, while three further regions on 1H and 7H did not correspond
with known domestication loci. Reduced nucleotide diversity is commonly associated with
low recombination rates (ρ) (Fig. 2b), the formation of long haplotype blocks, and selection
constraints at the level of sequence polymorphism25. These are each reflected in the higher
levels of linkage disequilibrium (LD) observed in the landrace group (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Differentiation between groups (fixation index FST) (Fig. 2c) is greatest on chromosome 2H
and 3H near HvBTR1/HvBTR2, while chromosome 6H shows little differentiation along its
entire length. As expected, the exome capture space was concentrated within the lowrecombining peri-centromeric regions that are estimated to contain 20-30% of all barley
genes (Fig. 2d).
Partitioning of diversity according to geography
We explored the major clusters defined by PCA. Diversity within the spontaneum group
indicated that overall genetic structure is largely related to geography and that our
collection partitioned into an estimated K = 9 ancestral populations according to individual
admixture coefficients calculated using sNMF26 (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 3). The first
two PCs ordered samples along the Fertile Crescent, starting from Southern Israel,
traversing the Levant from South to North following a path through Southern Turkey, and
arriving in Iran. Accessions originating in Central Asia clustered together with accessions
from the eastern Fertile Crescent. A more formal assessment of the relationship between
inter-individual genetic identities of pairs of accessions and geographic distances obtained
by spatial autocorrelation analysis (Online Methods, Supplementary Fig. 4) indicated
significant (P < 0.01) overall reductions in genetic identity with geographic distance.
However, the ‘hockey stick’ profile indicates that a simple isolation-by-distance model does
not entirely explain overall genomic divergence in this case. It is nevertheless consistent
with the known demographic history of wild barley and the presence of refugia within the
tested sample range in both the Eastern Mediterranean and Central Asia at the Last Glacial
Maximum (~ 20,000 years BP)27.
Within the landrace group, PCA, admixture coefficients (based on an optimal K = 14) and
spatial autocorrelation indicated higher geographic-based structuring than in wild
germplasm (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Figs. 3, 4). This group can be divided into two
categories according to whether the inflorescence contains two or six rows of grain, a
feature that until relatively recently was used to define domesticated barley as two different
species, H. distichum L. and H. hexastichum L. We now know that both types were derived
from two-rowed H. vulgare ssp. spontaneum, with archaeobotanical evidence indicating
that either during or soon after domestication mutations in a single gene, SIX-ROWED SPIKE
1 (HvVRS1)28, were necessary and sufficient to convert the inflorescence from having two to
six rows of grain. Our collection contained fifty-five two-row and eighty-two six-row
landrace accessions. These two genepools were most differentiated (FST) close to the
location of HvVRS1 (~ 80 cM) on chromosome 2H (Supplementary Fig. 5). A second FST peak
on chromosome 4H corresponds to the INTERMEDIUM-C (INT-C) gene, a modifier of lateral
spikelet fertility that is epistatic to HvVRS1 and whose allelic state is differentiated between
two- and six-rowed germplasm29. Strong FST peaks in regions without known row-type

genes were also detected on other chromosomes, especially 1H and 3H. These may
represent two- vs. six-row genepool-specific loci that affect plant performance.
Signatures of selection
For both spontaneum and landrace groups we searched for within-group signatures of
selective sweeps. We found few regions with clear patterns. A SweeD 30 analysis (Online
Methods) did not detect genetic diversity patterns differing strongly from what is expected
in a pure-drift model in either group (all CLR values smaller than 2). However, LD patterns
analysed with OmegaPlus31 did show sweep signals (Supplementary Fig. 6). Within landrace
material, sweep candidates were identified on chromosome 1H (4.1 cM) and 3H (43.9 cM),
while in the spontaneum group a candidate region was identified on chromosome 1H (104.9
cM). The sweep position for the landrace group on 3H corresponds to a SNP in a
pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein (one of a large family of RNA-binding proteins
involved in regulating post transcriptional control in chloroplasts and mitochondria) that is
located between HvBTR1/HvBTR2 (40.7 cM) and the flowering-associated genes HvFT2 (45.6
cM) and HvGI (45.8 cM). The corresponding region exhibited a high RoD in landrace
compared to spontaneum material (see above, Fig. 2a).
Interactions between diversity and environment
We explored whether associations between genetic diversity and environment across the
sample range were apparent in our dataset. We assembled information on 36 bioclimatic
variables across the range and reduced dimensionality by clustering those that were highly
correlated to obtain 7 synthetic and 8 individual environmental variables (Online Methods,
Supplementary Table 3). Collectively these exhibit complex relationships, indicative of their
independence from geography (Supplementary Fig. 7a). We analyzed SNP-environment
associations independently for geo-referenced spontaneum and landrace accessions based
on the Bayenv 2 approach32, which searches for associations adjusted to correct for genetic
drift. We treated each accession as a sample of a different sub-population. For each
environmental variable, we observed that SNPs with a high level of association tended to
cluster in different genomic regions, suggesting that each of these regions harbor genes
relevant for adaptation to an environmental parameter (Supplementary Fig. 7b). The
regions generally differed between spontaneum and landrace accessions, indicating that
adaptation involved different genes and occurred independently in separate groups. Given
the differences in evolutionary timescales and geographic ranges between groups this may
not be entirely unexpected. Overall our analysis provided a strong indication of an effect of
environmental variables on allele frequencies for the most highly associated SNPs (median
Bayes factor at least of the order 106). However, the level of correlation for any SNP was
generally weak (absolute Spearman correlation 0.07 or less).
We then estimated the XTX statistic with Bayenv 232 across optimal K-group sub-populations
with no admixture (Online Methods). XTX gives a measure comparable to FST with high
values possibly indicative of selection processes. We first observed that SNPs ranked within
the top 0.1% of values for spontaneum accessions and landraces occupied a wide range of
chromosome positions (Supplementary Fig. 7c). In landrace material, positions at 51.2 cM
and 51.4 cM on 4H flanked the flowering-associated gene HvPRR59, while a position at 48.4
cM on 5H was coincident with another flowering-associated gene, HvELF4-like, and a
position at 67.7cM on 7H included a non-synonymous SNP within a further floweringassociated gene, HvCO1. Several of the top XTX SNPs showed strong latitudinal

differentiation that is especially obvious when allelic states were plotted on geographic
maps (see subsequent discussion). We interpret this as indicative of preferential selection,
identifying candidate genes or genomic regions involved in domesticated barley’s latitudinal
range expansion.
Growth in Common Gardens
Across the sampling range two major environmental variables are seasonal photoperiod
(day-length) and temperature. Within the landrace group in particular, barley has adapted
to these variables by changing its lifestyle from a facultative winter-planted species in its
center of origin, to a short season spring-planted crop on the North-Western fringes of
Europe and highland plateaus of Central Asia. We explored whether the main
developmental pathways subject to adaptive selection were those related to two key life
history traits. We conducted a series of common garden experiments (6 site by season
combinations in Dundee [56.5oN, 3.0oW], Gatersleben [51.8oN, 11.3oE] and St. Paul, MN
[45.0oN, 93.2oW]) using 127 of the landrace accessions and recorded days to heading and
plant height. Across sites and seasons, correlations for days to heading ranged from R2 =
0.37 (Dundee, 2013 vs. 2014) – 0.827 (Gatersleben, 2013 vs. 2014) and for height from R2 =
0.522 (St Paul, 2014 vs. Dundee, 2014) – 0.834 (Gatersleben, 2014 vs. St. Paul, 2015). All
correlations for individual traits were significant. As several factors likely influence both of
these traits, we used a multivariate analysis to derive principal components that allowed us
to graphically explore the patterns observed for all 6 site/season combinations and provide
a preliminary view of this complex dataset. PC1 accounted for 67.7% and 76.9% of the
variation for days to heading and height respectively (Fig. 4a, b). Plotting the PC1 values for
each accession against the fifteen environmental variables (Fig. 4c, d) revealed that the
strongest overall correlation across sites for both traits was with the same synthetic
variable, PET+BIO5+BIO9+BIO10 (annual global potential evapotranspiration + maximum
temperature of warmest month + mean temperature of driest quarter + mean temperature
of warmest quarter, respectively; R2 = 0.182, P < 0.001 for days to heading and R2 = 0.292, P
< 0.001 for height). Dissecting this synthetic variable into its individual components
revealed that PET showed the strongest relationship with days to heading (R2 = 0.196, P <
0.001)(Supplementary Fig. 8a) and BIO9 with height (R2 = 0.281, P < 0.001) Supplementary
Fig. 8b). Investigating the positions of the SNPs with the highest level of association with this
particular combination of variables in our earlier test of SNP-environment associations
revealed that six flowering-associated genes were located within 1 cM windows of these
high value SNPs in the landrace group, with two (HvELF4-like and HvGI) at coincident
chromosome positions.
Flowering-associated genes
Given these observations, and prior indications from genome-wide studies of diversity13, we
undertook a more detailed investigation of the network of genes that encode known
components of flowering-associated pathways (Supplementary Fig. 9). We chose 19 genes
that were recently identified as homologues of well-characterized genes in Arabidopsis,
including core circadian clock and clock output genes33 (Supplementary Table 4). The genes
are distributed across all chromosomes on the barley genome (Supplementary Fig. 10).
Allelic states were scored at 773 nucleotide positions (total of 729 polymorphic positions in
geo-referenced accessions, Supplementary Table 5). Spatial autocorrelation analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 11) once again showed that variation in most genes is consistent with
an isolation-by-distance model. For HvFKF1, high structuring in the landrace group appears

due to comparatively rare alleles in high linkage disequilibrium in geographically proximate
accessions. For each gene we superimposed the observed nucleotide variation on handcurated barley gene models and assembled SNP profiles and haplotypes for each accession
(Supplementary Figs. 12–30; Fig. 5a-j).
All genes except HvCO2 exhibited 10 or more haplotypes. HvCO2, HvELF4-like, HvGRP7a,
HvGRP7b and HvZTLb contained no non-synonymous SNPs in the accessions surveyed. Of
the remainder, HvELF3, HvPPD-H1, HvPRR95 and HvTOC1 showed exceptionally high levels
of non-synonymous variants, with 25, 35, 17 and 20, respectively. HvCEN, HvCO1, HvFT2,
HvPPD-H1, HvTOC1 and HvZTLa each contained non-synonymous substitutions in highly
conserved protein domains. We used SIFT34 to predict the potential impact of observed
variation. All fourteen genes containing non-synonymous substitutions had variants
predicted to affect protein function, and in all cases these occurred at low frequency in the
population (with several tagged as low confidence). In agreement with the spatial
autocorrelation analysis, visual inspection of the individual gene haplotypes plotted in
geographical space (Fig. 5c-f for HvCEN and HvPPD-H1, and Supplementary Figs. 12-30)
showed some geographic structuring for most flowering-associated genes. Comparisons
revealed that in no case were spontaneum and landrace haplotypes mutually exclusive, and
that haplotype diversity was significantly richer (P < 0.01) in the spontaneum genepool. For
each gene, median joining networks revealed that the major haplotypes contained
spontaneum, two-rowed and six-rowed landrace accessions, with HvGI and HvPRR95 the
exceptions, where landraces were exclusively associated with the major haplotype.
As combinations of allelic variants in the coding sequences of different flowering-associated
genes have been previously identified as modulating the phenotypic response35, we
investigated whether specific multi-gene allelic complexes were enriched in different ecogeographical zones. We first explored relationships among pairs of genes using the Mantel
statistic based on genic SNP genetic distance matrices (Online Methods). As would be
expected from stochastic sorting alone, many gene combinations revealed highly significant
positive values (P < 0.01). However, this analysis also revealed highly significant negative
values in five instances in the landrace group (HvFKF1 vs. HvFT2, HvFKF1 vs. HvZTLb, HvFT1
vs. HvGI, HvTOC1 vs. HvZTLa and HvFT1 vs. HvFT2), with the last combination representing
two related phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein (PEBP) genes being very highly
significant (P < 0.001). None of these genic combinations showed highly significant negative
or positive values in the spontaneum group. Based on its very high significance, it appears
that the HvFT1-HvFT2 interaction may be of particular adaptive importance in landraces.
To investigate whether higher-order allelic complexes were assembled we pooled the
polymorphic SNP information from all 19 flowering-associated genes and derived fractional
sNMF assignments for spontaneum and landrace groups (Supplementary Fig. 31a, b). We
found that even this relatively small sample of genes distributed across all chromosomes
revealed a strong tendency for groups of alleles to co-locate geographically, suggesting that
co-adapted gene complexes, at least in part, underlie the observed distribution of the
accessions. A comparison of flowering-associated-gene SNP median XTX values with random
SNP samples for landrace and spontaneum groups (Online Methods) indicated that HvPPDH1 was more differentiated in both cases (P < 0.05 for two Bayenv runs for each barley
group), suggestive of selection. In landrace barley we also found one gene, HvTOC1,
significantly less differentiated than a random SNP set (P < 0.01 for both Bayenv runs).

HvCEN, HvPPD-H1 and HvFT1 have been considered elsewhere as causative for variation in
days to heading in cultivated barley13,36,37,38. Our assessment indicated that the causal SNP
274284:918 in HvCEN was most associated with latitude of all tested flowering-associated
gene SNPs in the landrace collection (see Fig. 5c for haplotype distributions). We set this
SNP as a benchmark to determine additional SNPs within the exome dataset that were
equally or more associated with days to heading in common garden trials to identify
candidates that may contribute to adaptation during latitudinal range expansion. We
adopted three approaches to detect candidate SNPs for testing. First, a naïve approach was
applied in which the entire latitudinal distribution of landrace barleys was split into North
and South based on median latitude. We then used a X2 test to detect 400 SNPs with a MAF
of > 0.2 that had allelic distributions that were at least as unlikely as SNP 274284:918 to be
evenly distributed over latitude. Second, 130 SNPs identified by Bayes factor ranks as highly
associated with latitude were also considered. Third, 207 SNPs identified by XTX as deviating
strongly from assigned K-group sub-populations were also included. These data were
pooled for analysis against days to heading measurements taken in the common garden
trials (N = 127) (correlation coefficient for heading data across sites = 0.61). Of the total set
of candidate SNPs, 27 (3.7% - from a total of 15 sequence contigs)(Supplementary Table 6)
were equally or more associated with days to heading based on –log10P values than SNP
274284:918 at two of the trial sites (Online Methods) and are therefore putatively involved
in providing adaptive capacity for geographical expansion. Strong values of association
were observed for three SNPs within sequence contig 2548323 on 7H (69.3 cM) located
between the flowering-associated genes HvCO1 (67.9 cM) and HvLHY (70.8 cM). Contig
2548323 contains a homologue of a nucleolar gar2-related protein. As its role in latitudinal
differentiation is difficult to predict, we favor an explanation that it may simply be
associated through close genetic linkage with a more appropriate candidate. Of the three
approaches to detect candidate SNPs, the highest proportion equaling or exceeding HvCEN
SNP 274284:918 for association with days to heading at both trial sites was observed for the
naïve X2 method (6.5% of tested SNPs).
DISCUSSION
Our analysis revealed a complex pattern of allelic variation in barley associated with
geographical site of origin and inherent environmental variables that appears typical of the
species39,40. Common garden experiments highlighted the relationship between days to
heading and height with seasonal temperature and dryness variables, and the importance of
flowering-associated genes hinted that combinations of alleles at a subset of the loci studied
contribute to the overall matching of environment and life history traits. Despite this
connection, our data indicate that many other factors have been involved in shaping the
allelic complement of the barley genome as it spread across its current range and that
combinations of genomic responses have contributed to the partitioning of diversity
apparent in genome-wide genetic data.
(3637 words)

METHODS
Materials and Methods and associated references and URLs are available in the online
version of the manuscript.

Accession Codes
All Accession codes are given in the Online Methods section. Raw read files can be retrieved
from the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under project ID PRJEB8044 (ERP009079)a.
ENA accessions for each sample are included in Supplementary Table 1. Genotype matrices
for SNPs and indels are available under DOI,b,c. DOIs were registered with e!DAL41.
URL’s
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ERP009079
http://dx.doi.org/10.5447/IPK/2016/4
http://dx.doi.org/10.5447/IPK/2016/5
http://www.illumina.com
www.cgiar-csi.org/data/global-aridity-and-pet-database
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/cluster/
http://biodiversityinformatics.amnh.org/open_source/gdmg/index.php
www.vsni.co.uk/downloads/genstat/17th-edition/
http://popart.otago.ac.nz
https://www.arcgis.com/home/
http://www.geomidpoint.com/
http://biology-assets.anu.edu.au/GenAlEx/Welcome.html
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Principal components analysis of diversity in the barley collection. Red =
Spontaneum group (N = 91), blue = Landrace group (N = 137), grey = Other (N = 39).
Figure 2. Chromosome-level profiles of different barley group accessions. Red =
Spontaneum (N = 91), blue = Landrace (N = 137). (a) Nucleotide diversity (π). The grey line
indicates the proportional reduction in diversity in the landrace group compared to the wild
group ([πspont.-πland.]/πspont.; scaled as in parentheses). (b) Recombination rate (ρ). (c)
Differentiation (FST) between spontaneum and landrace groups. (d) Cumulative number of
exome capture targets. Given the absence of a physically ordered genome sequence, values
are for 5 cM bins. Some features discussed in the text are indicated with arrows and
positions of centromeres with dashed lines.
Figure 3. Geographical partitioning of diversity. The locations of 228 geo-referenced
accessions, with fractional sNMF assignments, are represented for (a) Spontaneum (N = 91,
K = 9) and (b) Landrace (N = 137, K = 14) groups, respectively, indicating the geographic
structuring of exome capture sequence variation. To visualize the majority of individual
points, some positions are marginally offset. The placing of a single accession in central
China, above the state of Arunachal Pradesh in northeast India, is shown appended to the
main spontaneum group map.
Figure 4. Common garden experiments. (a, b) Plots of first and second principal
components from multivariate analysis of 6 sites/seasons for (a) days to heading and (b)
height accounting for 67.7% (PC1) and 14.1% (PC2), and 76.9% (PC1) and 10.1% (PC2), of
variation, respectively. (c, d) Regression plots of PC1 of the most significant (synthetic)
environmental variable (PET+BIO5+BIO9+BIO10) on the x-axis with PC1 of (c) days to
heading and (d) height from plots (a) and (b) on the y-axis. R2 and significance values are
shown. Individual accessions are color-coded according to their individual K-groups without
admixture.
Figure 5. Molecular and spatial variation in HvCEN and HvPPD-H1. Genomic structure of (a)
HvCEN and (b) HvPPD-H1 with relative positions and effect of the 14 and 129 SNPs
identified, respectively. Synonymous SNPs and SNPs in UTRs and introns are generally
indicated by small grey arrows. Non-synonymous SNPs are represented by large black or
colored arrows, the latter representing SNPs in conserved protein domains. Three additional
SNPs in HvPPD-H1 (9, 57 and 82) with functions outlined in Supplementary Fig. 25 are also
indicated by large black arrows. 5’ and 3’ UTRs are open boxes; coding sequences are dark
boxes, except domain-encoding exons, which are shaded red or green. SNP 9 in HvCEN has
been previously predicted to be causal for days to heading13. SNPs 70 and 73 in HvPPD-H1
are associated with PPD-H1 or ppd-H1 alleles according to Jones et al36 and Turner et al37,
respectively. (c–f) show haplotype distributions according to geography in the landrace and
spontaneum groups. Haplotypes are color coded from the most (red, A) to the least (brown,
G) frequent, with unique and rare (< 5 individuals) haplotypes combined into a single class
(orange,I). (g, h) Venn diagrams of haplotype number and sharing between different barley
groups. (i, j) Median joining networks for HvCEN and HvPPD-H1 haplotypes, respectively.
Red = Two-row landrace, blue = Six-row landrace, yellow = Spontaneum.

ONLINE METHODS
Plant material, library preparation and exome sequencing
A list of all accessions included in the present study is available as Supplementary Table 1.
The collection was designed to track the diffusion of early domesticates out of the Fertile
Crescent along major dispersal routes. In the choice of landrace accessions, we covered a
large geographical area and gave some priority to regions where proximate wild materials
would allow a comparison of wild and landrace accessions growing in related environments.
For both wild and landrace material we considered known population structure and
distribution ranges27,41,42 and critically required trusted geo-reference collection site data
associated with each accession. We omitted early cultivar selections originating from
North-Central and North-Western Europe (as used previously36,43) due to a lack of accurate
collection site information that we considered a requirement for our current purposes.
DNA was extracted from fresh young plant material at the three leaf stage using a cetyltrimethylammonium bromide-based (CTAB) protocol as described previously44. Exome
capture and Illumina sequencing were performed as described elsewhere7. Apart from
previously published data7, four bar-coded samples were captured together with the same
capture kit and sequenced on one lane of an Illumina HiSeq2000 (2 x 100 bp) at IPK
Gatersleben. Demultiplexing was performed with CASAVA 1.8.2d. Read counts per sample
are included in Supplementary Table 1.
Read mapping, read depth analysis, SNP calling and prediction of function
Details of the bioinformatics pipelines used for read mapping, variant calling and validation
are given in Supplementary Note 1.
Accessions for barley group assessment
From the original 267 barley accessions, 228 that had geographic location data, ≤ 5% missing
data and ≤ 5% heterozygous states, were assembled into two defined barley groups to allow
for subsequent geospatial analyses: ‘spontaneum’ (N = 91), and ‘landrace’ (N = 137). Of the
landraces, 55 had two-row inflorescences and 82 were six-row. Assignment of each
accession was based on the available passport data from collection expeditions and
supplementary data sources. The latter included: observations from field trials, previous
molecular marker studies, preliminary PCA of SNP data and information on geographic
distributions from archaeological sources45. The assignment process revealed that six of the
228 accessions had likely been previously misclassified as spontaneum and should be
considered as within the landrace group for current analysis (see Supplementary Table 1).
In addition, we ‘forced’ six putative Hordeum agriocrithon accessions, based on the closest
neighbouring genotypes, into either our spontaneum or landrace categories so that they
could be incorporated into group analyses.
Environmental data
Environmental data for 34 variables for all 228 spontaneum and landrace accessions were
assembled from online databases from geo-referenced sample points: 19 bioclimatic
variables (all 30 second resolution layers46) and altitude/elevation (m) from the WorldClim
database; monthly solar radiation data (12 months, 1.5 minute resolution layerse); and

Global potential evapotranspiration (PET) and Global aridity index (GAI) data (annual
averages, 1950 to 2000; both 30 second resolution layerse). PET is a measure of the ability
of the atmosphere to remove water through evapotranspiration processes, while GAI is
defined as mean annual precipitation divided by mean annual potential evapotranspiration.
Latitude and longitude were also considered as environmental inputs, totaling 36 variables
for analysis (Supplementary Table 3). For further use we summarized environmental
information from all locations into seven synthetic and eight individual variables. This was
undertaken through clustering of variables based on pairwise correlations between them
with the “pam” function in the R package clusterf. Fourteen groups were assigned, which
was the minimum number > 2 with no negative silhouette width for each trait. Latitude,
with its particular importance in barley range expansion, was also retained as a separate
variable. The assignment of traits to groups is shown in Supplementary Table 3. For all
groups consisting of more than a single variable, PCA was performed in R using the ade4
package47. The first PC always explained at least 85% of the variation within a group and we
therefore represented each group by this measure during further analysis.
Overall genetic structure
Principal components analysis was performed with the R package SNPRelate48. Partitioning
of accessions into K ancestral groups and estimation of individual ancestry coefficient was
performed for spontaneum and landrace groups and all scored SNPs with sNMF 26. We
chose sNMF for this analysis because previous reports had shown its good performance in
species with high levels of inbreeding. The command “sNMF” was called with the
parameter “-m 1” (assuming haploid data for the predominantly inbreeding barley) for K
between 1 and 15 for our two groups. For each K, 15 replications were performed. The
optimal K was determined using the cross-entropy criterion within sNMF26. Q proportions
were averaged across all 15 replications with CLUMPP (version 1.1.249). Due to the
difference in calculation times in CLUMPP, which depends on the value of K, the method for
combining sNMF replications varied to allow for approximately equal run length. When K =
9 (for spontaneum), the ‘Greedy’ algorithm with 500 permutations was applied; when K = 14
(for landrace), the ‘LargeKGreedy’ algorithm with 100,000 permutations was used. The
fractional assignments of individuals to groups is given in Supplementary Table 1 (see also
Fig. 3). The sNMF analysis with the same number of K groups (to aid comparison with
earlier results) and the same level of replication was also applied to pooled genic SNPs from
19 flowering-associated genes (see below), again using CLUMPP with the same parameters
to combine results.
Chromosome-level diversity, recombination and differentiation statistics
The diversity statistic π was calculated with the program compute, which is part of the
libsequence library50. Values were calculated for each genetically anchored whole-genome
shotgun contig for both spontaneum and landrace groups. Per base pair estimates were
calculated by dividing the number of polymorphic sites by the size of target regions on each
contig. Reduction of diversity (RoD) scores were calculated on a per-contig level using the
formula (πspontaneum - πlandrace)/πspontaneum. Recombination rate (ρ) in wild barleys was
estimated with Maxhap51 on a per-contig level as described previously52. We considered
only SNPs with minor allele counts ≥ 3 located in contigs that contained at least 20 SNPs.
Values of ρ per base pair were estimated across a grid of values from 10-4 to 1, assuming no

homologous gene conversion. For visualization along the genetically ordered barley draft
genome in Fig. 2, rolling medians were calculated across 101 WGS contigs that are at
adjacent positions in the POPSEQ map with the R package zoo53. Differentiation (FST)
between groups was calculated using Hudson’s estimator51 with the explicit formula given
as equation 10 in Bhatia et al54. Single SNP estimates were averaged across all polymorphic
SNPs in 5 cM windows using the ratio-of-averages method55. A neighbor-joining tree (not
shown) was drawn with the R package ape55 from a distance matrix calculated with the
function “snpgdsDiss” of the SNPRelate package48.
Signatures of selection
Using near-complete high-confidence gene-sequence SNPs, we employed OmegaPlus
(version 2.3.031) to scan for LD signatures of positive selection in contigs within spontaneum
and landrace groups, based on the ω-statistic. For each window ranging from 200 bp to
maximally the length of the contig, centred at equidistant (number of SNP) positions across
the contig, we computed ω without using imputation. For each contig, we computed
approximate P values for the observed ω under a neutral model. We used the standard
coalescent with recombination as simulated in ms51 as a neutral model to produce haploid
segments with sample sizes as in the observed data for the barley groups. For each contig,
we set the scaled mutation rate ϴ to the Watterson estimate and the scaled recombination
rate ρ to the results of the Maxhap analysis. For contigs where we did not compute a ρ
estimate, we used the mean ρ across contigs where it was computed. Note that we
implicitly use the coalescent with (complete) selfing as described elsewhere56. However, it
is not necessary to rescale the parameters ϴ and ρ, since they are already scaled properly
using the standard coalescent to estimate them. We assume that our simulated individuals
are completely homozygous, which causes a negligible bias. Approximate P values were
produced via the Monte Carlo approach from Besag and Clifford57 with h=100 and a
maximum of 10⁶ simulations per contig. Simulations were performed with ms. The ωstatistic for the simulations was computed in OmegaPlus with the same parameters as for
the observed contig. Correction for multiple testing was done by controlling for a familywise error rate of 0.05 with Holm's method58.
Complementary with the above, SweeD (version 3.3.230) was used to scan for typical
signatures of positive selection in the folded site-frequency spectrum (fSFS) for spontaneum
and landrace groups with the same SNP data. Individual accessions were treated as haploid,
and heterozygous base calls were identified with equal probability as either reference or
alternative allele. Only SNPs with no missing data were included in all steps of the analysis.
The SweeD analysis was performed within each contig, with the genome-wide fSFS as input
for each. The composite likelihood ratio (CLR) as in the parametric approach described
elsewhere59 was computed at each SNP position. We reported the maximum CLR for each
contig. Since we found no strong selection signals (CLR values were < 2 for all contigs and all
groups), we refrained from comparing CLR scores against simulations from a neutral model.
Finally, for both spontaneum and landrace groups we identified SNPs from the nearcomplete high-confidence gene sequence pool with the strongest ‘non-drift’ differentiation
between inferred sub-populations as an approach to detect positions under selection
pressure. We employed a method based on deviation from K-group designations of

individual accessions similar to those identified through sNMF analysis (see above under
section ‘Overall genetic structure’), but instead of fractional Q assignments we used no
admixture assignments generated with STRUCTURE (version 2.3.460) using the optimum
number for K derived from the entire SNP dataset according to the cross-entropy criterion
applied in sNMF. Input data which consisted of a representative set of 4,000 SNPs sampled
from across the genome from the near-complete high-confidence gene sequence pool were
treated as haploid and 10,000 burnin and 50,000 further steps were employed in
STRUCTURE, conditions which were sufficient in trial runs to ensure the convergence of key
parameters. The analysis was undertaken on 15 separate occasions and the results
synthesized with CLUMPP with parameters as earlier for sNMF. Final membership of each
accession to its K-group was then based on the highest proportional representation to a
group. Using Bayenv 2.032 we then estimated the variance-covariance matrix Ω between Kgroups twice based on two sets of 50,000 randomly chosen intronic SNPs with 150,000
MCMC steps; an additional replicate was checked for strong deviation from these estimates,
but not used further. In our use of Bayenv (see also below) all accessions were treated as
haploid. For both Ω estimates, we then estimated the XTX statistic for each SNP using
200,000 MCMC steps. The two runs showed high correspondence (Spearman's correlation
for spontaneum and landrace = 0.86 and 0.93, respectively). We reported the consensus set
of SNPs being in the top 0.1% of XTX values for both runs.
Spatial autocorrelation analysis
Spatial autocorrelation analysis of SNP data was undertaken with SPAGeDi (version 1.4c61)
to assess the relationship between inter-individual genetic identities of pairs of accessions
and geographic distances for spontaneum and landrace groups. Pairwise geographic
distances between accessions were calculated with the Geographic Distance Matrix
Generator (version 1.2.3g), to account for the Earth’s curvature, and input as a separate
matrix into SPAGeDi. To accommodate the input limits of SPAGeDi, the approach was
applied to representative samples of 5,000 SNPs from each of four SNP categories (intron,
nonsynonymous, synonymous and UTR) sampled systematically across the genome from
near-complete high-confidence gene sequences with chromosome physical map
assignments. The analysis was also applied to genic SNPs from 19 flowering-associated
genes (see below). All analyses were based on Ritland’s kinship coefficient (other
coefficients gave similar results) as a measure of identity, on 10 geographic distance classes
of equal sample size (distance classes expressed as ln transformations), and on 1,000
permutations for testing if the distribution of identities over geographic distances deviates
from the null hypothesis of no relationship between identity and geographic distance.
Values for identity are averages for all pairwise comparisons within a particular distance
class, expressed as the difference from the average value of randomly sampled pairs of
individuals.
Environmental association analyses
We used Bayenv 2.032 to identify the SNPs from the near-complete high-confidence gene
sequence SNP pool with the strongest associations with seven synthetic and eight individual
environmental variables (see above, ‘Environmental data’). We treated each accession as
being sampled from a different sub-population within its spontaneum (N = 91) or landrace
(N = 137) group. We estimated the variance-covariance matrix Ω between these sub-

populations twice, as described in the section 'Signatures of selection', but with 100,000
MCMC iterations. For both estimates, we ran Bayenv 2.0 to estimate Bayes factors (driftonly model vs. environment-associated model) and Spearman's correlation coefficient
between each environmental variable and the standardised allele frequencies for each SNP,
using 200,000 MCMC iterations. We reported the consensus set of the SNPs being in the
top 1% of Bayes factors for both runs that were also in the top 5% of absolute correlations
in each run. Bayenv runs for different SNPs were conducted in parallel using GNU parallel
software62. Reasonable correlation was observed between Bayenv runs (Spearman’s
correlation coefficient ranged from 0.55 to 0.70 and from 0.50 to 0.67 for spontaneum and
landrace groups, respectively, for the 15 environmental variables).
Common garden experiments
Seeds of 127 landrace accessions were grown under field conditions in Dundee (56.5 oN,
3oW), Gatersleben (51.8oN, 11.3oE) and St Paul, MN (45.0oN, 93.2oW) in 2013 (Dundee,
Gatersleben), 2014 (Dundee, Gatersleben, St. Paul) and 2015 (St. Paul). Plants were scored
for days to heading (growth stage 55 on Zadoks scale; half of inflorescence emerged in half
of the plot or row), and height to ear tip. Local practices for fertilizer and disease control
were adopted for each trial site. Data was collated and analyzed using GenStat 17th Editionh
for correlations between site/seasons and PCA (for 99 accessions common to all six trials).
We conducted a genome-wide analysis using a combination of SNPs identified from the XTX,
Bayenv and naïve X2 test (742 SNPs in total) and days to heading scores for two sites
(Dundee and Minnesota, 2014) with all 127 accessions (GenStat, QTL commands for single
trait association with no correction for population structure).
Generation of specific gene-sequence haplotypes and diversity analysis for floweringassociated genes
Literature on crop domestication63 and our initial findings indicate the importance of
understanding the role of variation in genes controlling time to flowering in cultivated crop
range expansion. Genic SNPs were extracted from the relevant contigs of 19 individually
curated flowering-associated genes. These included circadian clock genes that have wide
regulatory functions in the genome including in controlling flowering and that were recently
identified in barley as homologues of well-characterized genes in Arabidopsis33
(Supplementary Table 4). These SNPs were analysed with sNMF and SPAGeDi (as described
above under ‘Overall genetic structure’ and ‘Spatial autocorrelation analysis’, respectively)
and haplotypes constructed by summing SNP profiles within each gene, excluding
accessions with missing data points. In addition, median-joining haplotype networks64 were
constructed with the software tool PopARTi. Haplotypes were plotted on geographic maps
with ArcGISj. In addition, the distribution of individual-gene SNPs were plotted on
geographic maps for visual inspection of variation and geographic midpoints for allelic
placements determined for key SNPs with the Geographic Midpoint Calculator using the
‘center of gravity’ methodk. Venn diagrams of haplotypes of all 19 sequences were
generated from haplotype overlaps between barley groups with eulerAPE (Version 3.0.065).
We further tested the genetic differentiation of flowering-associated gene SNPs within the
spontaneum and landrace groups. We extracted XTX values calculated for each gene SNP
(see under ‘Signatures of selection’) and compared the median of SNPs for each gene with

the median of a group of randomly chosen SNPs of the same number from the overall
distribution. 100,000 iterations of random sampling provided a test for whether the median
value for a flowering-associated gene ranks significantly lower or higher than expected
based on a null hypothesis of no difference. Correction for multiple testing across
flowering-associated genes involved adjusting P values with Holm’s method using the R
function p.adjust. P values were reported for both Bayenv runs.
Mantel Tests of flowering-associated gene pairs
SNP panels for each flowering-associated gene were used to generate genic genetic distance
matrices for landrace and spontaneum groups. Of the 19 flowering-associated genes, two
(HvCO1 and HvLHY) with > 25% missing SNP data for any barley accession were first
excluded from analysis. Any accessions with > 10% missing data for any gene were then also
excluded from the (entire) analysis, leaving 134 and 81 accessions in landrace and
spontaneum groups, respectively, and 17 flowering-associated genes for comparison.
Genetic distance matrices based on simple matching at each SNP locus and scaled to 0,1
across loci for each gene were generated in GenAlExl(version 6.502). The Mantel statistic
was then calculated for each pair of genic distance matrices66 using the same software
package, with a test for significance based on 999 random permutations.
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